Corporate Parking Program:
This option is ideal for the frequent traveler, like the business person or business persons, who travel
quite regularly during a month, not specifically every week for the whole week, but it could be every few
days or once a week for one or more days, it really does not matter how many times. Various Options are
available to suit everyone and everyone's pocket. For example: Clients pays a fixed amount of R 800.00
per month (period), this includes 2 vehicles and the only restriction here is that the two vehicles cannot
be parked during the same date periods, Pay R 1400.00 per month and include up to 4 vehicles, of which
2 vehicles may be parked during the same date period or pay R 2000.00 per month and include up to 6
vehicles of which 3 vehicles may be parked during the same date period, no contracts are involved and
you can park unlimited times per month.
Our Premium Corporate Parking Program includes up to 10 vehicles, it has no restrictions on the amount
of vehicles that may be parked during the same date period, no contracts are involved and you can park
unlimited times per month, all this for R 6000.00 per month. You also don’t have to be from the same
company, you could be up to 10 individuals that get together and use the same Corporate Parking
Program. This relates to R 600.00 per month per vehicle for unlimited parking. You also get up to 2 days
additional free parking if you have a booking that overshoots the Period end date, but the system will not
allow bookings that extend for more than two days past the end date.
The month starts from the date that you enter for the start date of the first booking and selecting
Corporate Parking Program, not from the date that you make the booking online. This activates the first
parking for that month and the period will be valid to the same date of the following month.
Now here is the bonus, remember no contracts are involved. Once a month has been completed, the next
month only starts from the day that you activate the first booking for that month again and this again
lasts to the same day of the next month. Or if you do not require it anymore, want to remove or add
vehicles or maybe only use it again in a few months, it does not matter, you are in charge of how this
service is utilised and you do not have to activate the next period immediately. There is only one rule, if
a period has been activated and paid for, that period cannot be changed or a partial refund requested if
that period is not used. This is real value for money for you the regular traveler and your free wash and
vacuum is still included, unfortunately Pensioner discounts do not apply with this option.
To make a first booking is very easy. Just make a booking, select Corporate Parking Program under Type
of Valet Parking and the system will select the rate for the next month. For example for up to 2 vehicles,
a minimum payment (deposit) of 20% of R 800.00 (R 160.00) is payable to secure the corporate rate and
parking for the next month at the time of making the booking and payable Online or by EFT, before the
booking will be confirmed. The full amount may however also be paid at the time of making the booking,
if not and only the Deposit is paid then the balance will be payable to the Service Provider by the time
they collect your vehicle for the first time.
From here on, during the active period, every time you need parking or anyone that is listed on your
program, simply click on the top appropriate tab on the website (sub menu under “Make a Booking” tab
and complete a new booking for your car. Make sure that everyone on your program has your
booking reference number when you activated the Corporate Parking Program as it is
required to make new bookings within the period. You will automatically be reminded, a few days
before, that this period is ending and that you will be required to make a new corporate booking, in the
same way as the previous one, to activate the next period. Pay at least the deposit (EFT or Online) to
confirm the booking and if applicable, the balance to the Service Provider when they collect your car the
first time in the new period. To make this new booking and future initial Corporate bookings more easy,
you can call your information up with a previous booking reference number and only fill in a few relevant
details like dates and times, thereby also saving you valuable time. For you the regular traveler, this is
the choice to save money on your parking costs, without compromising on quality of service.
Should anything not be clear please email me at
assist with your enquiries

johan@durbanparking.co.za and I will gladly

